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By Linda O Johnston

Midnight Ink, United States, 2014. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. Is it Luck? Or is it Destiny? Rory Chasen never thought superstitions were real--until her
beloved fiance is killed after walking under a ladder. To find closure and the truth about
superstitions, Rory takes her dog Pluckie to a town called Destiny, where superstitious beliefs are a
way of life. Rory s visit to Destiny takes an unexpected turn when Pluckie saves Martha, the owner
of the Lucky Dog Boutique. While Martha recovers, Rory reluctantly agrees to manage the pet shop
for her. But when Martha becomes the prime suspect in the local bookshop owner s murder, Rory
can t believe that the sweet old woman would do it. Convinced the real killer is still roaming Destiny
s streets, Rory resolves to crack the case before Martha s luck runs out. Praise: Doggone cute. --
Library Journal A town built around superstitions, a heroine looking for answers, and a murder. It s
your lucky day! Cross your fingers and tuck yourself into a cozy chair, you re going to love this new
series. --Sparkle Abbey, bestselling author of The Pampered Pet Mysteries Cross your fingers, grab
a...
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ReviewsReviews

If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. It is actually rally interesting throgh reading time period. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Olen Mills-- Olen Mills

An extremely awesome ebook with perfect and lucid reasons. This is certainly for all who statte there was not a well worth looking at. Your daily life span
will likely be convert as soon as you complete looking over this book.
-- Anahi Heaney-- Anahi Heaney
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